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Assalamu alaikum. How are you my little star? I hope you are enjoying a lot with the tasks I am giving. I 

am very glad that, my little stars are doing their homework instead of sitting idle. You are the great 

future leader. 

Pray to Allah to overcome this situation. May Allah grant our little stars dua’a.    

Eng Language  
                            

Did you finish reading the story “Bert sees a lark”? 

 Okay, let’s start another one today. 
So take Radiant Way Book and read the story “Humpty Dumpty” 

Page: 40 &41. Next, practice the words with –bl, cl, fl from  
Page: 39. Memorize the spellings. Write the words in your  
H.W. copy. 
N o w  t a k e  y o u r  Cambridge Activity Book and read 
Page: 90. Identify and write down the names of animals that help 
us.  
Next you will do the Worksheet#01 and paste it in your copy. 

Physical activity    
                               
 

My Little star, do you know physical activity is very 

important for you? You need to be active every day to 
promote your healthy growth and development. Let’s do 
some physical activity. 
 
Please my dear, drink water before, and after activities. 

Mathematics    
                               
My kid loves to do Maths. Did you memorize the times 

table 2 & 3? I know,  you did it.  
Today, let’s make Mathematics more enjoyable. Take your 
Math Mileage Book and open Chapter-7, Numbers up to 
100. So today, you are going to solve the exercises from 
Pages: 120-124. 

বাাংলা  
 
আজ আমরা (ড়-৺)এগুল া দিলে িুইটি কলর শব্দ গঠন দশখব ও 

দ খব।এই বর্ ণ গুল া দিলে শব্দ গঠলন দক ককান মালের নাম খুুঁলজ পাও? 

কে টি কপল ? দ খ ক া কিদখ?   

 

আমালির কক হাল র ক খািা সুন্দর রাখল  হলব। 

 াই হাল র ক খা বইলে পষৃ্ঠা ১৮ ও ১৯অনুশী ন করলব। 

Do the given Worksheet#01. 

Science  
 
Science is something the more you will dig, the more you 

will learn. So my little star I just want to give you a very 
easy but interesting task to do. All you need to do is open 
your Science Voyage Book, Chapter-32, Movement-1. 
Learn the name of the things that are moving. 

Help  
 
We know cleanliness is the half of Iman. Muslims require 

to take care of their personal hygiene by assuring that 
they are well groomed, and that their bodies, clothing, 
and surroundings are clean. 
So help your mommy to keep everything clean. 

Al-Quran  
 
Something seems missing today. What is that! 

Pick your photocopied sheets of Haraka and read the 
Page:54 and memorize Surah Kafirun , Ayaat (1-4) today. 
For the new learner group , you will try to recognize Arabic 
letters from Qayda Page:1 and memorize Surah Naas, 
Ayaat(3-4). 
Must revise Surah Kawthar, Ikhlas and Fatiha. Ok!!!! 

Arabic 
   
My little champs, to keep your Arabic handwriting nice, 

you have to practice it every day. So start writing from 
where you have ended yesterday.    
Oh yes! You have something to learn from Worksheet# 01.  
So hurry, check it!                          
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That’s all for today! Allah Hafez! 

 


